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spiritual transformation.
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Introduction

Why a spiritual guide for change? Because the big meeting often goes like this:
The leader expresses his belief in the organization. All that ability, he says, is needed now becaus
the firm is facing extraordinary challenges. The economy, overseas competition, and [insert your ow
hurdles here] have mounted enormous pressure on the company, and, as a result, numbers are dow
and quality is slipping. Change needs to happen yesterday.
To meet the new challenges, the best and brightest consulting firm on the planet has reviewed th
situation and blessed the company with their five-step prescription to thrive in today’s market. Via
company-wide presentation, the leader “Power–Points” the magic initiatives. Now, he concludes, it
up to everyone to team up and dig in. The organization is going to make it! Employees walk out with
sense of urgency and vitality that might last the afternoon. For the moment, they believe they won
lose their jobs.
The following day, everything settles to the status quo. The sparks of urgency and vigor dim. Som
employees realize they don’t understand the new plans and are frustrated. A few resent that outsider
dictated the plan of action. Others are apathetic. The unified vision of change begins unraveling, on
emotion, one action at a time.
And so this is the progression of the common story: The leader expresses the need for change. Th
people don’t buy it, get it, or care about it. And the change never happens.

CHANGING HOW YOU CHANGE
Nearly every study of organizational change over the past two decades indicates that companies fail
make the change they intend approximately 70 percent of the time. And so the question forever bein
raised is: Why do change initiatives flop far more often than they fly? Volumes are written on th
subject every year. Yet, most don’t answer the question correctly, if at all. Allow me to put this rub t
rest right away:
Change efforts fail when the spirit of a company remains the same.
A leader might be right about everything—the need to change, the reasons for change, and th
timing of change. He might be extremely convincing in his pep talk. But if the leader doesn
understand where change begins, change won’t happen, no matter how urgent it is.
Before organizational change can succeed, it must first occur at the subtle spiritual level in th
individuals of the organization. That’s because the spirit is the foundational source of energy that run
through our bodies and gives our lives meaning. Your spirit is the sum of your beliefs, you
convictions, your moral codes and standards. All lasting transformation must begin there becaus
ultimately, your spirit and mine is the primary driver of all our behavior.
Without grounding at the spiritual level, the change process becomes a cooked-up breadbasket o
external tactics that never takes hold. Employees might do as they’re told for a time, but they wi
eventually default to the behaviors driven by their spirits. In short, without tapping into the defaults o
organizational behavior, people’s behavior remains the same. It always has and always will.
I tell you this with a high degree of certainty because I’ve stood in the midst of change efforts fo
three decades. In one area of my life, I have helped professional athletes and artists transition
world-class performers. In another area, I transformed myself to top levels in both athletics an
academics. In another area, I have helped massive organizations such as Umbro, Frito-Lay, Ryob

Duracell, Gillette, and Owens Corning Composites achieve their change goals with a 100 perce
success rate. All this change succeeded because it started at the spiritual level first.
But I didn’t see this right away. I used to differentiate each activity from the others, not seeing th
underlying connections beneath them all.
Looking back, I can see now that I probably didn’t link my diverse personal experiences of chang
with my change guidance because I was concerned my clients—particularly my corporate clients—
would think me too unconventional. I figured that in a time when change was urgent, they’d b
looking for decisive action and strong leadership, not personal development philosophy.
And so, when I worked with a well-known tenor from the Metropolitan Opera, I packaged m
guidance into the context of music metaphors and theory—even though it was based on my lifelon
practice of Ki-Aikido and the mindset I developed as a competitive downhill skier. When I worke
with large international corporations like Mitsubishi Chemical, I translated my guidance into th
cross-cultural business vernacular of goal setting, bottom lines, and shareholder value. I nev
considered mentioning that I’d learned many of these lessons as a professor of philosophy and Asia
studies, or from my unique experience serving as a deputy sheriff in Aspen, Colorado—even thoug
these things were inextricably linked to what I was teaching them. I assumed clients would wonde
Who is this snow-bum/ philosopher/kung-fu fighter with no grasp of business reality? I assumed
would lose them at the first hint of spirituality or ancient thought.
I have since learned my assumptions were dead wrong.
When I finally began to let the cat out of the bag and divulge to my clients the real foundatio
beneath my unique change guidance, I discovered that individuals and organizations alike responde
with dramatic results to what I now call the Seven Arts approach to change. At its core, it is a spiritua
guide to change that works whether you are changing a sports franchise, a mom-’n’-pop shop,
corporate conglomerate, or yourself.
I should have known my clients would respond well to knowing the spiritual truth behind th
curtain of my guidance, as the same spiritual truths allowed me to navigate what appears to be a
implausible journey of change in my own life—a journey that led to seemingly disparate expertise
downhill ski racing, martial arts, academia, and business.
I’ll share the details of these diverse experiences in the coming pages, but, for now, it’s importan
that you understand where this spiritual guide for change came from.
As a child, I was curious about everything different. Anything my parents would not or could no
explain was immediately elevated in my mind as something exotic, something to be remembere
explored, and, ultimately, understood. My subsequent journeys led me to a love of unconvention
wisdom. When I came across something that sparked my sacred curiosity, I jumped headlong int
learning everything I could about it. I didn’t always seek to become the best in that field, but I d
always seek to learn from the best. This gave me an incredibly unique and behind-the-scene
understanding of several disciplines. (In fact, I actually lived with my highly acclaimed teachers
two different instances.)
From my teenage years, my life wound from learning competitive downhill skiing from a world
class coach named Jean-Pierre Pascal and a downhill champion named Philippe Mollard . . .
studying Aikido under Master Koichi Tohei, the man who brought the martial art from Japan to th
United States in 1953, . . . to studying Asian philosophy under the world’s foremost authorities i
Hawaii . . . to understanding the biological basis of behavior from Harvard’s Stephen Jay Gould an

Edward O. Wilson . . . to learning about law enforcement as a deputy under Dick Kienast, the famou
sheriff of Pitkin County, Colorado, . . . to then applying my diverse education in contexts as fa
ranging as a Fulbright Project serving Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, to peak performance sessions fo
National Football League (NFL) and National Hockey League (NHL) players, to a thirteen-ye
change initiative for Duracell.
My love of “different” wisdom was not actually leading me down the path of a pinball as it seeme
Instead, the knowledge became a snowball, growing in size and scope as I rolled around every tur
This wisdom I was gathering was accumulating into something much more significant than a nic
metaphorical lesson here and there.
Now here’s where I should stop and admit something: I didn’t see this snowball until I sat down si
years ago to finish the last chapter of a sort of self-help memoir I was writing about personal an
spiritual development based on the things I’d learned from my various mentors. While I ha
successfully led numerous companies through change initiatives at that point, I couldn’t give
concrete answer about why I’d been so successful. I still felt as though I had been winging it. It wasn
until I was sitting outside at the picnic table in my backyard garden, penning the last sentence of m
memoir that it hit me: Could it be that this seven-part path to individual spiritual development was th
same path I had been using to guide organizations through change initiatives for many, many years?
Yes, I said to myself. It’s all right here. The phrasing was different but the elements of successfu
change were precisely the same. Each Art for personal spiritual development had a precise counterpa
in the process of organizational change I had been using all these years.
The realization hit me with such clarity that I immediately set out to write a new book—this boo
This time I would write a book focused upon successful change management and busine
development based upon my three decades of consulting experience; first, with the Alexande
Proudfoot Company, and second, with my own company starting nearly twenty-five years ago.

***

In the following seven chapters, you will discover, as I did, that by following seven basic Arts o
spiritual development, you will be highly successful at not only leading change, but also sustainin
change throughout an organization. Here briefly are those Seven Arts and the primary actions th
embody each one:
THE SEVEN ARTS FOR SUCCESSFUL CHANGE
1. The Art of Preparation: Assessment
2. The Art of Compassion: Participation
3. The Art of Responsibility: Accountability
4. The Art of Relaxation: Clarity, Focus, Visibility
5. The Art of Conscious Action: Execution
6. The Art of Working Naturally: Sustainability

7. The Art of Service: Generosity

***

These Seven Arts are the fundamental elements of any change process because they go to the mo
basic level of human behavior, the spirit.
I should warn you that by “fundamental” and “basic,” I do not mean they are easy or quick
accomplish. If you want a superficial method to coerce change out of yourself or your organizatio
you won’t find it in these pages. As I tell my Ki-Aikido students, the Seven Arts will be demandin
but they will be the most exhilarating and valuable thing you can ever do.

WHY THE ARTS WORK
This book is written to those in positions that require them to lead change for departments, teams, an
organizations of various sizes. But there is no rule that says you have to be in a position of leadersh
to lead change. Every one of us is a change leader in our own lives, first and foremost. And the truth
that it is only when we can effectively change ourselves that we can be effective in changing the live
of others. This book will serve you in both regards.
Whether your goal is to combine corporate cultures following a merger or to revamp a nonprofit
fit with the times, you will always achieve the best results by turning to spiritual principles at eac
phase of the process. In this way, you will at once be promoting both individual growth and team
chemistry as each member is held together and motivated from the same foundation.
I use this strategy with all of my clients, and the results are undeniable. For example, my chang
guidance at Duracell (from 1987 to 2000) helped to yield a 2,000 percent increase in sharehold
value, a 650 percent increase in revenue, a 24 percent per-year compounded increase in gross alkalin
unit sales, a 400-plus percent improvement in operational efficiencies, and the purchase of th
company by Gillette in 1996 for $7.82 billion.
The Seven Arts are so effective because they allow an organization to decisively answer question
about its future in the most fundamentally sound manner—at the spiritual level. This is key, becaus
failing to answer the key questions correctly— if at all—is the one common thread among faile
initiatives. People are either left in the dark or they never grasp the change on a personal level. Th
Seven Arts avoid this fate because they require your organization to approach change on a spiritu
level so the people become unified at their core, enabling your culture to change at its deepe
foundation.
Ultimately, to change the collective spirit of an organization’s people is to change its cultur
You’ll recall I previously asserted that change efforts fail because those leading the effort fail t
facilitate a change in the spirit of the organization. That is to say, change fails when the spiritual roo
of the culture stay the same.
My interchanging use of the terms spirit and culture is deliberate and has an important point. Th
term culture has become like old chewing gum; it has lost its flavor from years of overjawing. As
result, we don’t quite know what we mean when we say “organizational culture.” It means differe
things to different people in different circumstances. Let’s avoid this cloudiness altogether.
The term spi ri t points to the foundational humanity— the human spirit—from which a
organizational achievement springs. This is organizational culture at its core: people believin

behaving, and expecting in a collective manner. At times, this collective humanity is wilted o
collectively stifled. At other times, it is spry and collectively progressive. This spiritu
characterization of culture is critical for you to understand as the leader because the majority of you
competition (and, frankly, organizations in general) characterize their culture superficially. This is a
unreliable foundation from which to lead change because it does not account for the core drive
behind all organizational activity.
The bottom line is that, despite how technological and automated organizations have become,
their core they remain a collection of human energies that are merely being applied in an organize
environment. Resurrecting and guiding that human core of your organization is the secret to leadin
and sustaining change.
For this reason, I will refer to your organization’s culture as its spirit, and vice versa. I will use th
terms interchangeably so that this important paradigm shift happens more naturally over the course o
the reading. In the end, the new vernacular will become your own, along with the process of lastin
organizational change.

WHERE? WHAT? WHOSE? HOW? WHEN? WHY? THE
ANSWERS UNDERLYING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
Before I enter into a change initiative with any organization, I explain the six primary questions th
must be answered to give the leaders context for making spiritual change. It is important we do th
same here. Think of the questions as the canvas on which your organization will apply the Art
Answering the six questions prepares your canvas for change. Applying the Seven Arts is your chang
masterpiece. Here first, are the questions you will learn to answer successfully:

Primary Question #1: Where is the organization’s culture?
Change management initiatives often false-start when the leader cannot or does not answer th
question. In fact, answering the question is so critical that I ask change leaders to answer it right awa
and I keep asking until they arrive at the answer.
“Where is the culture of your business?” I ask. “Is the culture in the building? The equipment? Is
in the intellectual property? In the brands you own?”
“No,” everyone says. “The culture is in our people.”
They then look at me expecting confirmation.
“Okay,” I reply, “but where in the people is the culture?”
Eventually, we get to the fact that the culture is in people’s hearts and heads. It is not tangibl
Culture is the sum total of the emotions, experiences, beliefs, and expectations of everyone involve
with the organization. I call this sum total the collective mind of the organization.
Whether your organization is made up of five people or fifty thousand, your culture is created an
sustained in the sum total of what each person thinks, believes, feels, and expects about th
organization. Nothing will change in the organization’s culture until you figure out how to change th
collective mind of your organization.
Occasionally, leaders have a major crisis on their hands and ask me, “How fast can we change th
culture?”
“In a day,” I tell them.
“You can?” is their astonished response.

“Yes,” I say, “but the only way to do this is to fire 100 percent of your people. Do that and yo
empty the organization’s mind; from there you can fill it with whatever culture you desire.”
Since this is a ludicrous option for most, changing the spirit of an organization typically begins a
an exercise in understanding. You must be able to characterize your organization’s collective mind
What are its core emotions, experiences, beliefs, and expectations? Until you can describe thes
things, you cannot change the spirit. That’s because you cannot motivate people to change the
behavior without understanding their motives for speaking and acting.
Perhaps you can now see why changing an organization is so difficult. Its main ingredients are n
tangible. You cannot see the collective mind that dictates the activity of your culture. But you ca
clearly measure behavior and, therefore, glean clear evidence of what’s in the collective mind of an
organization.
Suffice it to say for now that, if you are a leader, you must know what defines your people
predominant behavior—and this requires knowing where to look. At the end of the day, all resistanc
to organizational change begins in your organization’s collective mind. Unless you develop a strateg
for changing things there, your change efforts will not be understood, accepted, or executed.
I cannot overstate this point, because it is the foundation to everything else you will learn. Th
which hinders a company from changing is ultimately inside the people. It is the collective voice th
says, “Is this really necessary?” or, “We’ll get to that later,” or, “Let’s keep that in mind.” You mus
uncover, comprehend, and acknowledge these objections, or no change effort will take hold. You mus
answer, “Where is the culture?” with confidence to know what sort of change must occur. Answerin
the question will inform you of an accurate baseline for change. By first understanding the collectiv
mind of your organization, you establish a place from which you can effectively birth the chang
process.

Primary Question #2: What starts the process?
The tendency is to assume action is required to begin the change process. The truth is that that’s muc
further down the road. The company that jumps into action for action’s sake acts on unsubstantiate
whim. Such action rarely results in lasting change.
The one thing that starts every process of successful change is knowledge. Without it, employee
managers, and executives cannot participate effectively in altering the direction of the organizatio
While this is a very basic concept, few leaders help employees understand the real busine
environment. This includes understanding the reality of new overseas competition, the reality of ne
technologies, and the reality of industry consolidation or expansion that dramatically affects th
bottom line. I call this significant educational effort providing “boardroom awareness” to ever
employee.
In decades of working with senior executives and corporate boards, I have yet to learn anything s
difficult that I could not explain it to a person with an eighth-grade education. (For example, you ca
explain the effective management of significant debt after a leveraged buyout simply by equating th
issue with paying interest on money you borrowed to purchase a car.) Yet, “it’s too complicated” is
common excuse.
The only theory necessary to sustain a healthy business surrounds two basic concepts: (1) “Buy low
sell high” (unless you’re “shorting” the market), and (2) “Profit is revenue, less cost.” That’s it. Th
execution of a good strategy, however, is not so easy because the executors are people with emotion
habits, beliefs, and expectations that must be in sync with the business plan at the deepest leve

Getting people there is a complex task, but it begins with a solid understanding of the business the
are being asked to change.
Employees need to know the environment in which the change process is being executed. And a
much as possible, they need to know the visible metrics being used to keep score so they can gauge
their collective mind is on target. Mind leads behavior. Your organization’s intelligence—th
collective knowledge of its collective mind—is its truest value. If you misjudge or guess at this, yo
will always struggle to lead change.

Primary Question #3: Whose culture is it?
Change requires that you help everyone take personal responsibility for his or her role in necessar
transformation. Your people must believe the culture is theirs to own. If you want people to think an
act like an owner, the concept of “owning” the work environment must be clear.
In order to give your people a sense of ownership for the success of the enterprise, you must crea
tangible ways for them to participate in the change process. Without meaningful, heartfe
participation, people will not take responsibility for the improvement (or survival) of the organizatio
In most workplaces, people do not perform to the very best of their ability simply because they do n
care.
To create lasting change, you must attach a deeper purpose to the work they do. When there
personal, spiritual meaning attached to your people’s work, they care enough to work harder or in
different manner.
Work must become reinterpreted in the collective mind of the participants of change. It mu
become known as a place for personal growth, achievement, satisfaction, and spiritual development.
your people learn how to (1) exercise their potential, (2) reach new performance heights, (3) develo
interpersonal skills, and (4) improve their ability to collaborate with a diversity of people, then th
entire change process becomes an opportunity to expand personal awareness, creativity, tolerance, an
fulfillment.

Primary Question #4: “How do you know if you are making progress?”
Since the culture of your organization exists in its collective mind and this mind is not tangible, yo
must focus on visible behaviors. It is one thing to say you are going to change (for example, los
weight, work out, stop smoking, or do more community service), but it is quite another thing
actually change your behavior.
Are your people walking the talk? As the leader of this process, you must learn to not only read th
invisible mind of the organization, you must read visible changes in speech, action, and regul
behavior that signify the change initiative is taking place effectively. When you see change in you
organization’s collective behavior, you know change in the collective mind is taking place.

Primary Question #5: “When can you change the culture?”
People involved in a change process must challenge their previous ways of thinking and behavin
Those old habits have, in part, led to the present crisis the organization is addressing. Unfortunatel
most think they can wait to change. They do not realize how much the change process is held back b
their habitual ways of thinking and behaving—by the ways they have traditionally perceive
themselves and their role, responsibility, and relationship to the organization.
As the leader, it is your job to guide your people to think and act in the present moment instead o

according to their collective memory of the past. The way you have always done things exists in th
collective memory of your organization. This includes the sum total of past emotions, experience
and expectations of each employee, customer, supplier, and shareholder. This institutional memor
can be toxic.
The only time when you can change the spirit of your organization is right now. World-clas
athletes know this. They unwaveringly focus on daily goals and improvement because the prese
moment is the only time they can (and do) improve. In the same way, leaders of change must create
sense of urgency because they understand successful execution will require that people do not wait
change themselves. Everyone must be coached to think and act differently—now.
A negative institutional memory will be the primary deterrent to people changing today. Some o
these attached thoughts include “That’s the way we have always done things,” or, “Let’s wait fo
others to change,” or, “Let’s wait for our supervisor to get on board.” These institutionalized mantra
hold people back. They become the equivalent of an organizational emergency brake, hindering a
progress. They are the root cause of the 70 percent failure rate of change initiatives.
So, when can you change the culture? The answer is now. But you can’t just say it. Instead, yo
must lead people’s thinking and behavior. Bad habits are old habits, and they exist first inside
person’s head. Changing how the collective mind functions today is the key to removing dependenc
on old habits.
The Seven Arts to be discussed in this book construct a paradigm that recognizes leading chang
initiatives requires everyone to feel, think, and behave in ways that address the present needs an
opportunities, not in ways that support memories of the past.

Primary Question #6: “Why do people change?”
The need to change is usually met with resistance. Most people value predictability, even if it
predictable mediocrity. If the leader of change cannot offer a consistent and compelling rationale fo
change, he will fail to win the collective mind of the organization, and change will not happen.
The compelling reason for change must not only be due to the urgent business crisis. It must als
include a commitment to support and enable each individual to grow and develop personally. You
workplace must become a vehicle for desirable personal growth and development, and it must b
understood as such in the collective mind.
When people begin to trust senior management, when they are meaningfully included in th
direction of the business, when they participate in the rewards that accompany superior achievemen
then you will have an organization where the people know why they are giving 120 percent.
Why do people change? They change because they are given a clear reason to.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
By canvassing the six questions over your organization and then painting the Seven Arts atop them
you will be able to lead your people to a deeper, more meaningful level of change in their own live
You will be putting personal emotions, personal growth, and personal experience before th
organization’s needs. By doing so, you will possess the ability to effectively lead the organization—
collection of individuals—to change in the new direction it needs to succeed.
By applying the Seven Arts, you will essentially be doing unto others as you would have them d
unto you. You will learn in the process that the Golden Rule is not merely good spiritual practice; it i

also a principled way to effectively lead and motivate others. Employing the Seven Arts inspire
positive change because you, the leader, are guiding meaningful, organizational improvement th
ultimately benefits every individual employee. I will show you precisely what that looks like in th
coming pages.
As with any spiritual practice, putting your positive insights to work requires more than word
Translating the necessary answers we’ve just discussed into strategic, proven action is the focus of th
Seven Arts. Specifically, you will learn how to serve and develop others so they can serve and develo
the organization. This is the irrefutable link between spiritual development and leading successf
change. Both require strong, trustworthy guidance at the deepest human level.

***

As I finally discovered for myself, it is no coincidence that this mixture of leadership strategy an
spiritual development works. It’s something that I always innately knew and used to guide me, even
I didn’t consciously know I was doing it. I have always believed that treating people well and having
better business go hand in hand.
Each chapter of the book will cover one of the Seven Arts. I will describe how it came to be
fixture in my strategy for organizational change and why it matters. We will then examine separatel
how it relates to and can be practiced by your organization. I’ll provide many examples from both m
corporate and individual performance consulting to give the Arts handles for you to pick up and appl
to your own specific circumstances.
But I must remind you that these are “Arts,” not sciences. The application of them requires you
own unique treatment. Because the culture and makeup of every company is different, I cannot giv
you an exact prescription for successfully leading change in your organization. Any author who tel
you he can is blowing smoke.
What I can and will do now is get you at the right pharmacy (spirituality) and in the right aisle (th
human spirit) to discover your prescription for effective change. Once you possess the remedy fo
overcoming resistance to change, you will see clearly how successful change can occur in you
personal life as well as in your organization.

·1·
THE ART OF PREPARATION

DURING THE SUMMER OF 1982, I had an experience that solidified my thoughts about the initi
requirements of widespread change. In this case, the desired change was far broader than in a
organization; the change was to take place over the entire country of India.
After accepting a professorship at Furman University in Greenville, South Carolina, one of my fir
responsibilities was to travel to India as part of a Fulbright Fellowship. (I was chosen for th
opportunity because of my previous experience as an international management consultant for th
Alexander Proudfoot Company and my Asian studies background at Harvard and the University o
Hawaii.) The project required me to tour throughout India and conduct economic developme
research that would assist Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in her efforts to improve her country. Th
project was timely, as she was also preparing for her first meeting with President Ronald Reagan (the
in his first term).
President Reagan had just delivered his famous “Evil Empire” speech before the British House o
Commons, where he called communist and socialist regimes “the axis of evil.” While his words we
clearly aimed at the Soviet Union, Mrs. Gandhi, the democratically elected head of the Socialist Part
was rightfully concerned as she was seeking the assistance of America to help modernize her countr
Her administration was eager to modernize India and greatly desired American support and resource
to do so.
My job was to study the effects indigenous village belief systems would have on villager
willingness to accept the prime minister’s modern changes. The major question was whether village
with 99 percent illiteracy found modernizations like birth control, chemical additives to crops, an
various new sanitation practices to be counter to their religious beliefs and practices. What if, fo
example, lifestyle changes like family planning were believed to create negative karm
consequences? What if something like the use of modern birth control was believed to adverse
affect one’s eternal soul? My objective was to find the answers.
These were significant considerations, not because the prime minister needed to outsmart h
people but because successful, countrywide modernization required that her citizens be spiritual
prepared for the changes she felt would ensure their best future. Prime Minister Gandhi understoo
that lasting behavioral change (no matter how well intended) would never take root and lead
significant improvement in the welfare of villagers (who make up most of the population of Indi
without first preparing these peoples’ consciousness for change.
Like any great leader, Indira Gandhi intuitively understood the first of the Seven Arts for effectiv
change: the Art of Preparation. It says that any leader of change must understand that the process fir
requires the mental and spiritual preparation of all parties affected. If the change itself, as well as th
change process, is in sync with the collective mind of the people, then it will yield fruit. If it is not, th
change process will fail every time.

WHERE ALL CHANGE BEGINS
Successful change can’t happen because you have correctly manipulated your organization’s cultur
It can only happen when the desired change is aligned with the culture. In India, the prime minist

understood that her modernization would be successful if it was in sync with the most widely he
spiritual beliefs of the villagers, who were her culture’s largest representation. I needed to determin
what those spiritual beliefs were and then to specify how the modernization might best align wi
them.
In accord with what we experienced and learned about village life, the prime minister had institute
a unique form of government-supported rural education that would inform and prepare people for th
health and economic changes ahead. She felt that once villagers understood how the changes wou
benefit them personally they would not resist them.
We now know she was right. Today, India is experiencing explosive modern growth. But the chang
would not have taken place had the ground not been made fertile nearly three decades ago through
strategy that ensured modernization would be understood and widely adopted. The lesson is in th
basics.
If you want fresh coffee in the morning, you will have to take the additional preparatory step o
grinding fresh beans. If you want a better body, you will have to get up earlier in the morning (o
perhaps more accurately, go to bed earlier the night before so that you aren’t too tired to exercise
You might also have to store better food in your house so that when you’re faced with food craving
you are prepared to eat more healthily instead.
A friend once told me about the advice his grandfather—a Protestant minister—once gave him fo
getting the most value out of church. “Sunday morning,” the grandfather asserted, “begins Saturda
night.” There is foundational truth in that statement. To achieve any change, one must prepare t
achieve the result. Only in rare instances like unexpected tragedy or severe disaster do people actual
change in a moment. Most changes are preceded by many moments of preparation.
But whether you invest in changing a nation or changing your coffee routine, the Art of Preparatio
is about laying a foundation that will ensure immediate and long-term success. Without the righ
foundation, the change process will not take hold and the effort will end in failure.
It should not be surprising that there is a 70 percent failure rate when companies try to change th
culture or restructure. This is a failure rate that makes sense when one thinks about how difficult it
to sustain one positive change in your own life, like exercising more. The astronomical odds again
leading a group of people to change their patterns of behavior simultaneously are clear.
Leaders of organizational change routinely underestimate the difficulty of change and do n
dedicate the necessary resources in order to achieve the desired end. Most assume their people can b
coerced to change. But trying to simply convince someone to change is no different than asking
smoker to quit just by telling him it’s not good for him.*
A smoker doesn’t smoke because he thinks it’s good for him. He smokes because smoking fee
better than not smoking. To lead a smoker to change, you must help him understand that there
greater pleasure on the other side of quitting. Until he is prepared at a deep level like this, he won’t g
through the pain of getting to the other side.

CLARIFYING THE DROPS
Imagine that the collective mind of your company is like a large bathtub of water. And imagine tha
the water is a brown muddy color that reflects the bad habits, negative thoughts, an
counterproductive behaviors that must be changed for your company to survive. Let’s also say that th
desired business culture is represented by crystal-clear bath water.

Every time a person speaks or acts in your company, he or she puts a “drop” of water into th
bathtub. Sometimes it’s a brown muddy drop, and other times it is a crystal-clear drop. The culture o
your company is always reinventing itself through the speech-drops and behavior-drops that enter th
bath water. To lead positive change, you must ensure that everyone’s drops are crystal clear because
is only after thousands of clear drops are put into the tub that the water begins to change.
Success requires that your people understand what words and actions represent clear drops and wh
these matter to them. This is why Prime Minister Gandhi took such great lengths to educate her peop
about the modernization she advocated before actually commencing the change. The education was a
exercise in clarification at a spiritual level. This foundational exercise—what I call the Art o
Preparation—is necessary in the corporate realm because it: (1) initiates the practice of spiritu
development in your organization and (2) sets you up as the spiritual guide of lasting, meaningf
change. The effect of this combination is unmatched by any other change strategy.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
MUST EQUAL SPIRITUAL GROWTH
When you tie your company’s desired change to the spiritual growth of your people, your employee
have a compelling personal reason—the most compelling reason, in fact—not only to advocate th
process but also to help propel it forward. This shared motive is a crucial ingredient for change.
There are five reasons this spiritual association serves as the best preparation for change:

1. People recognize that spiritual development is something of ultimate significance an
importance.
2. People understand that a journey of spiritual development is both difficult and takes time.
3. People expect to take an honest and frank look at themselves with each step of a spiritu
journey.
4. People know that spiritual development requires focus and therefore daily, even hourly
commitment.
5. People on a spiritual journey understand they must practice patience and discipline in order t
resist the daily temptation to do things the way they have always been done.
When your people equate organizational change with the process of deep personal growth, the
attribute to it the same set of expectations as above. In sum, there is something unique, significan
and lasting in the effort for everyone. This makes all the difference.

SOLIDIFYING THE SPIRITUAL ASSOCIATION
With the importance of a spiritual basis for change now understood, we can turn to the key question
How does a leader make that happen? How can you ensure that your people equate organization
change with their own spiritual growth? To answer that question, we will simply turn the fiv
statements about spirituality above into statements about your specific change effort. You’ll notic
we’ve just substituted organizational change in place of spiritual development:

1. People recognize that your organizational change is something of ultimate significance an
importance.
Step back for a moment and consider your work life in relation to the rest of your life. People forg
how much time we spend at work. Since you spend most of your waking hours at work, it makes sens

to attach real meaning and significance to your commitments there.
Why should your people start their day thinking negatively about the place they spend most of the
waking hours? Why should they only practice positive self-discipline during their limited time awa
from work? As part of the shared community that is your company, your people are presented dail
with opportunities to develop interpersonal skills, leadership skills, and performance skills. Wh
shouldn’t a time of genuine business crisis serve as an opportunity for everyone to actualize his or h
best self? If you can reach people at that root level, you have the greatest chance of having them com
on board your change mission.
Most leaders miss the fact that every employee possesses a latent willingness to change. Leade
often ignore the fact that personal progress is one of our strongest human desires. Your job as th
leader is to connect the new business need with an opportunity for personal progress.
Because every organizational makeup is different— different numbers of people, differe
backgrounds, different interests and personal circumstances—I cannot tell you precisely how to d
this. In the coming chapters, however, I will discuss further how your people can become mor
personally engaged in the change effort. Suffice it to say for now that each person must relate to th
change at a personal level. The human resources (HR) manager must see that investing herself into th
change effort will help her become a better mother, a better friend, a better person. The sales manage
must see that investing himself into the effort will help him become a better father, friend, or husban
When I consult, I often interview each person in the organization to determine how the chang
effort might serve every individual. I then provide the leader of the initiative with a snapshot of ho
the change lines up with his company’s collective mind. This sort of knowledge is invaluable t
preparing your people for change. (I have found that many leaders possess at least some person
knowledge of the individuals in their company to begin. What they do not know can often be filled
by managers and other supervisors who have a more day-to-day relationship with the people.)
Cultivating a personal association within every individual is important enough to make a concerte
and genuine effort to ensure it. Some companies with whom I’ve worked spent up to three months o
this first step. They came to see that when you sync organizational change with personal significanc
the change process is met with little resistance.

2. People understand that the journey of organizational change is both difficult and takes time.
For years, I have sat through strategy sessions facilitated by other consultants serving my client
other function-specific capacities (for example, expanding markets and increasing sales). They ofte
make things seem quite easy and, frankly, leave an organization with an unrealistic expectation o
success. This is a bad place to begin because expectations establish the size of your fuel tank. If yo
think change will come quickly and easily, you’ll run out of gas when nothing significant has occurre
after six months. I see this a lot.
Once the function-specific professional consultants leave your office, I am the retained consulta
asked to help you execute the new plan. After helping your company establish the first perceptio
above, I then help you and your people see that execution in the real business world mean
approaching the change process with the same passion and commitment necessary for true spiritu
development.
A phrase I often hear growth strategy consultants use is “seamless execution.” The consultant poin
to the low end of a chart, and I know its coming; I can feel it. He says, “Right now you are here [ta
tap]. But with seamless execution your company will be enjoying this position [tapping the high en

of the chart] in just two years.” I am sitting in the meeting silently (for now) thinking that fortunate
I know what these guys don’t know. I know whether the collective mind of the company is yet read
for this seamless execution they speak of. I also know these well-meaning and highly intellige
consultants are missing an arrow in their quiver. Their thorough projections are without the mo
important consideration of all: the current spirit of the company. The truth is that my client is actuall
paying for some good experienced senior consultants, who make the presentation, as well as th
student junior consultants, who actually collected the data and prepared the beautiful chart
Unfortunately, this group alone doesn’t set the company up for successful change. At best, they whe
their appetites for how things could be. It’s not all bad, but it’s not enough.
At this early stage of the change process, I am looking to fully prepare my client for success, whic
always includes telling the truth up front. People must know that the process will not be instantaneou
or by any means simple—especially when it’s company-wide. And the effort will be about a lot o
other things before it’s about seamless execution.
A recent client likened the change process to building a bonfire. “We placed the logs onto the pil
first,” he said. “And then once the bonfire pile (the infrastructure) for successful change had been bui
over three fiscal quarters, the change process publicly ignited.” It is a realistic analogy.
Over the three-year change timeline, this same client experienced a 3,000 percent return on the
investment as measured by their own productivity indicators. The change process was rolled out in th
tumultuous textile industry whose labor was being largely outsourced overseas. The major person
incentive for my client’s employees was to save their jobs. They understood up front that if they coul
dramatically improve performance, they would win the case for keeping labor in house—it was the
best form of job security. It therefore wasn’t difficult for them to comprehend the degree of difficult
in the change process. As the leader, it’s your job to find that link between what matters most to you
people and how the change effort will help them to achieve it. This will ensure a gritty, genuine effo
to see the change through. Without this, your people are just doing their job. It’s not enough to sustai
most changes.

3. People expect to take an honest and frank look at themselves with each step of th
organizational change, which includes actively seeking feedback to expose their hidde
weaknesses and subconscious devices.
Being prepared for change requires collective self-assessment, which includes a willingness to receiv
and act on negative feedback. Effective spiritual development requires understanding weaknesse
devices, and attachments that cause an individual to be less than his best self. Similarly, you
organization must proactively seek feedback and create an environment that encourages and facilitate
open communication to uncover any hidden hurdles to the change process.
I like to call this an environment of bulletproof communication because no one shoots th
messenger and everyone actively seeks bad news because they are protected. A client’s plant manage
once declared his factory’s change mantra was, “Bad news is good news if it is given early.” It’s not
bad way to think.
Companies without this kind of thinking are easy to spot; it takes about five minutes. You ca
actually feel the politics slithering through the office—the posturing, the gamesmanship. And thes
companies always struggle to change even the smallest procedure because the unspoken rules say n
one can handle the truth.
Let’s put it this way: Your company’s change efforts will rarely fail because of your strengths. It i

your weaknesses, your hidden hurdles, which will hold you back or take you down. Uncoverin
weaknesses up front makes it possible to eliminate their threat to the change process. In this cas
defense is a great offense.
I always set out to learn as much about a client as possible. I look at the financials, boar
presentations, and company strategy. I attend senior management meetings and other meeting
throughout the company to observe the collective mind of the business. I conduct confidential, on
on-one interviews with approximately 200 people from all functions and all levels of leadership.
learn enough to give honest feedback to the chief executive officer (CEO), and if he or she can’t tak
it, I know there’s a serious problem. If I assess a company and the communication is not open an
honest, and it seems like the CEO does not want critical feedback, there are only two options: (1)
walk out the door telling them their company is hurting due to a cancerous environment, or (2) I te
the waters, push back hard, and explain why and how an open and honest environment is needed. Th
is always a defining moment.
In fact, for this reason it is now common practice that I insist on the following:
• The CEO personally hires me (not the human resources senior executive)
• I report directly to the CEO
• He or she gives me complete access to his or her schedule
• He or she understands why time for change management activities will be required
significant quantities

• That honesty and bulletproof communication become the norm between us and everybody else

These criteria are not a lot to ask if the company is engaged in the most difficult challenge it ha
ever faced, or at least one that must happen for it to survive.
The Art of Preparation requires your company to lay out the realities of the present state of th
business. Identifying the real interpersonal challenges you face at the outset gives you the ide
opportunity to create change plans that avoid the collaboration and communication mistakes of th
past.
Resistance to change is normal, even when the perception about it is positive and necessar
Resistance to positive change often happens subconsciously when blind spots and egos stand in th
way of clearly assessing your current standing. Without accurate assessment, your company
vulnerable to being blindsided. It is absolutely necessary to get the truth on the table.

4. People know that organizational change requires focus and therefore daily, even hourl
commitment.
Anyone involved in a change of thinking or behavior must learn to practice new habits on a dai
basis. Habits are not easily changed, and so daily focus is tantamount. The same is true o
organizational change. Daily, “drop-by-drop” behavior is the only level of focus that will produc
measurable, sustainable changes in everyone’s performance. It is the only way the water will clear u
When such results occur—when change becomes tangible—the new habits get a strong dose o
momentum and positive reinforcement. This first taste of positive change strengthens the collectiv
belief that the new ways of performing and conducting business are indeed better for all involved.
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